Year 9
Revision
Pack

Preparation for DC5 Assessments
Summer Term 2021
The revision guides included in this pack have been produced by your teachers in order for you to prepare
for your summer term assessments.
Your teachers care about you and want you to do well, use this revision pack to put yourself in the best
possible position to be successful and achieve assessment results that show just how good you are.

You should:
1. Complete all the revision activities in this pack
2. Do all your revision work in your knowledge organiser exercise book
3. When you have revised a subject: take a blank page, close this pack and write down
everything you know about the topics you have revised. Then open the pack and
check what you have got right and what you have missed out.
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Year 9 DC5 Maths Revision
Year 9 DC5 Foundation Assessment Revision List.
Number
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write numbers in figures
Rounding
Ordering numbers
Ordering decimals
Ordering fractions, decimals and percentages
Midpoint of 2 numbers
Multiply decimals
Factors, multiples and primes
Prime factor decomposition
Convert decimals into fractions and vice versa
Multiply and subtract fractions
Convert decimals into percentages
Simplify ratio
Change an amount by a percentage
Using a calculator
Write an ordinary number in standard form and vice versa
Divide numbers written in standard form
Calculate percentage change

Statistics
• Complete a frequency tree
• Calculate the probability of an event
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Algebra
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collect like terms
Expand and simplify expressions
Factorise expressions
Substitute values into expressions
Find and use the nth term of a sequence
Plot a straight line graph
Solve simultaneous equations
Write the equation of a line

Geometry
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perimeter of shapes
Missing angles in triangles
Missing angles between parallel lines
Pythagoras theorem
SohCahToa
Volume of cuboids
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Year 9 DC5 Higher Assessment Revision List.
Number
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Squares and square roots
Rounding
Factors, multiples and primes
Prime factor decomposition
Convert decimals into fractions and vice versa
Add and divide fractions
Convert decimals into percentages
Simplify ratio
Calculate an amount given the ratio
Change an amount by a percentage
Using a calculator
Write an ordinary number in standard form and vice versa
Divide numbers written in standard form
Calculate percentage change
Reverse percentages
Repeated percentage

Statistics
•
•
•
•
•

Complete a probability tree diagram
Calculate the probability of an event
Calculate the probability of an event
Relative frequency
Complete a two-way table
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Algebra
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collect like terms
Expand and simplify expressions, including quadratics
Factorise expressions
Substitute values into expressions
Find and use the nth term of a sequence, including quadratic sequences
Plot a straight line graph
Solve simultaneous equations
Write the equation of a perpendicular line

Geometry
•
•
•
•
•

Missing angles between parallel lines
Angles in polygons
Pythagoras theorem
SohCahToa
Volume of cuboids and prisms
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Year 9 DC5 History Revision
Question stems
Describe the importance of...
•
•
•
•

In this question you will need to explain why the theme was important in history.
You will need to provide reasons for why the theme was important to support your response.
Include at least two examples to support your response.
2x Paragraphs are required (one paragraph for each example)

How useful is source A for an enquiry into...?
•
•
•

Firstly, work out MNOPR (Message, Nature, Origin, Purpose and Reliability)
Remember, you must write one paragraph about why the source IS useful and a paragraph explaining why
the source IS NOT useful for an enquiry into...
2x paragraphs are required.

How far do you agree?
•
•
•

The question is asking your opinion, you need to ensure that you have made a judgement regarding the
quote throughout your response.
You will need to discuss how far you agree with the theme in the quote and two other themes that are
relevant to the question.
3x paragraphs are required.

Catholic Plots against Elizabeth
The 1570s and 1580s were dangerous decades for Elizabeth; she faced four big Catholic plots against her. All had the
aim of getting the Catholic Mary, Queen of Scots on the throne and returning England to Catholic rule. Mary, Queen
of Scots had arrived in England in 1568 having fled Scotland. Due to her claim to the throne Elizabeth had no choice
but to imprison her and keep her under strict surveillance. The two women never met in the 19 years Mary was in
England.

Date

1569 - The Northern Earls’ Rebellion

1571 - The Ridolfi Plot

Plot
The Catholic Earls of
Northumberland and
Westmoreland hatched a plan to
get Mary, Queen of Scots out of
imprisonment and on to the throne.
They gathered an army of 6,000
soldiers in their attempt to return
England to Catholicism.

Roberto Ridolfi, an Italian banker,
planned to assassinate Elizabeth
and make Mary Queen. He had the

Elizabeth's action

Elizabeth got wind of the plan and
sent a huge army to crush the
rebellion. Elizabeth put 800 rebels
to death and the two Earls fled to
Scotland.

The plot was uncovered by
Elizabeth’s advisor, Cecil. Ridolfi and
the Spanish ambassador were
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1583 - The Throckmorton Plot

1586 - The Babington Plot

support of King Philip II of Spain, the
Duke of Norfolk, and Mary, Queen
of Scots herself.

arrested and expelled from the
country and Norfolk was executed
as a result.

A young Catholic man, Francis
Throckmorton, organised a plan for
a French army to invade England
and replace Elizabeth with Mary,
Queen of Scots, paid for by the
Pope and King Philip II of Spain.

Throckmorton was executed and
Mary was moved to Tutbury Castle
in Staffordshire, where she was held
in isolation and allowed no visitors.

Sir Anthony Babington planned to
rescue Mary, Queen of Scots from
jail and murder Elizabeth. Secret
letters between the plotters and
Mary were discovered which gave
the evidence needed to prove
Mary’s guilt.

This finally led to the execution of
Mary, Queen of Scots, Babington
and six other plotters

Early problems for the reign of Elizabeth I
The Succession:
Despite Henry VIII’s best attempts to secure the Tudor line, Edward VI and Mary I had died childless. Elizabeth had
yet to produce an heir and in 1562 she contracted smallpox and nearly died. This drew attention to how uncertain
the future was. Parliament were keen for Elizabeth to marry and have a child as soon as possible.
Mary Queen of Scots:
Without a direct heir, Elizabeth’s cousin, Mary, Queen of Scots was next in line to the throne. In 1568, Mary was
exiled from Scotland to England and became a real threat to Elizabeth. Catholics had an alternative queen to fight
for.
Religion:
England had changed from Catholic to Protestant under Henry VIII (needing his divorce) and Edward VI and back to
Catholicism under Mary I. Elizabeth was a Protestant, but she was also practical. She did not want to make enemies
immediately. She allowed Catholics to follow their faith privately, but many Catholics remained unhappy, with some
believing she had no right to be Queen. They did not recognise Henry’s marriage to Anne Boleyn.
Foreign Policy:
Elizabeth had to deal with powerful countries that wanted influence over England. Catholic France and Spain had the
support of the Pope and saw England as a target. Elizabeth’s main priority was keeping England safe.
Taxation:
The government needed money and one of the few ways to get it was through taxes. Unfortunately, at a time of
great poverty, taxes would be very unpopular with the people of England, so raising taxes would be very dangerous
for a new Queen.
Ireland:
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Elizabeth considered herself Queen of Ireland. However, many Irish disagreed. She spent thousands of
pounds and sent many of her best soldiers to try to limit an Irish rebellion in 1559, but in the long term, nothing
seemed to work.
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Year 9 DC5 Geography Revision
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Year 9 DC5 RE Revision
Summer Term: Thematic

Family and Gender
Lesson Sequence:

☺



1. Purpose of families

2. The nature that families take

3. Roles within the family

4. Same sex parent families

5. Polygamy and families

6. Gender equality between men and women

7. Gender and examples of prejudice and discrimination

8. Marriage, Divorce and Contraception

9. Assessment

10. DIRT lesson

Useful Websites
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www.request.org.uk/issues/family-and-relationships/life-in-a-christian-family/

www.islamic-world.net/parenting/parenting_page
/family_life.htm

www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/gender-equality/

Unit Reflections
How do you react when you find the work
complicated/challenging?

What do you still want to find out about
this topic?

How have you acted on feedback given
from the last topic assessment?

Have you progressed during this topic?
How do you know?
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Which methods did you use to revise for
the assessment?

Key terms

Are you pleased with your assessment
level for this unit? Why?

Write your definitions in each box.

contemporary

discrimination

equality

extended

gender

nuclear

polygamy

prejudice
procreation
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role

stability

traditional
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